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Samsung EF-RX710CBEGWW tablet case 27.9 cm (11") Cover
Titanium

Brand : Samsung Product code: EF-RX710CBEGWW

Product name : EF-RX710CBEGWW

Galaxy Tab S9 Outdoor Cover

Samsung EF-RX710CBEGWW tablet case 27.9 cm (11") Cover Titanium:

Rugged and reliable
Carry your tablet outdoors with confidence. The rugged cover is built with military-grade (MIL-STD
810G-516.7) toughness to protect your tablet from minor drops and bumps when you are on the go.

Stable stand, comfortable grip
With the built-in kickstand on the back of the case, you can conveniently view your device in Landscape
mode. It also works as a grip for carrying, ensuring that your tablet stays in your hand while you are on
the go.

Keep your S Pen secure and accessible
The embedded S Pen holder is a handy addition that lets you keep your S Pen closeby and easily
accessible.
Samsung EF-RX710CBEGWW. Case type: Cover, Brand compatibility: Samsung, Compatibility: Galaxy
Tab S9, Maximum screen size: 27.9 cm (11")

Features

Compatibility * Galaxy Tab S9
Maximum screen size * 27.9 cm (11")
Case type * Cover
Product main colour * Titanium
Brand compatibility * Samsung
Closure type Not applicable

Features

Built-in speaker(s) *
Stand mode *
Pen loop
Protection features Scratch resistant, Shock resistant

Battery

Built-in battery *
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